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and niohars, and the honorific epithet was changed to Daru-s-saltanat, an epithet which usually accompanies the mint-name to the end of the series. An interesting and extremely rare square quarter-rupee appeared in the year 987, bearing the following inscriptions:
4i)I	/-*
This was published in N. S. V. Similar pieces are known of Ahmad-abad and Fathpiir mints, and are mentioned in the respective Mint Notes. Apparently no silver Labor coins are known of dates between 989 and the thirty-sixth year. The Labor rupee published in N. S. V as of year 997, is almost certainly of year 979.
Square rupees of the ttahl type appeared in the thirty-sixth year. The shape changed to round towards the end of the thirty-eighth year. From the forty-seventh year to the end of the reign the legends on the rupees and half-rupees were enclosed in ornamental borders. Fractions of' the rupee are not uncommon, and are well represented here, but there are no gold ilaJw coins in this Collection. The latter are very rare.
There is a fine series of Akbar's copper issues from the Labor mint, including specimens of the extremely scarce tanka and tanM types—see Coins Nos. 793 to 795, Apparently, contrary to the usual rule, the tarika issue succeeded that of the tankL
Lahor was one of Jahanglr's principal mints in gold and silver, but curiously enough no specimens in copper of either Jahanglr, or of his son and successor, Shah Jahan, who also struck extensively at Labor, have come to light. Jahanglr's gold currency is rare, and mainly confined to his earliest years, but there is a specimen here of the fourteenth year. The succession of type in silver is well shown in this Museum. In the month Bahman of the fifth year, commences a fine series of heavy rupees which continues till the month tit of the sixth year* The coins are alternately round and square, and each exhibits a different Persian distich. All are represented here except the very rare round rupee of month Khurdad. From the month Amardad, we have the usual ildM type of normal weight and size. These rupees are the commonest of all Jahanglr's coins. Another final couplet appears in the eleventh year. Rupees issued in the name of Nur Jahan in the years 1034 and 1035.. The only gold coin, bearing this consort's name is the remarkable zodiacal mohar in the Cabinet de France, which is also the only known zodiacal coin from the Labor mint. Its description is:

